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National Survey Confirms that PBS and Member Stations Are America’s Most Trusted
Institution and an “Excellent” Use of Tax Dollars for 12th Consecutive Year
Study ranks PBS KIDS first in education, trust and safety
Tampa, Florida – Today, WEDU PBS President and CEO Susan Howarth announced that a nationwide study
recently confirmed that PBS and its member stations are rated #1 in trust among nationally known institutions,
th
and are called an “excellent” use of tax dollars by the American public for the 12 year in a row. This same
research also showed that PBS KIDS is considered the safest place for children to watch television, the safest digital
media destination, as well as the top provider of content that helps children learn reading, math and essential
skills.
The national poll was conducted in January 2015 by the independent, non-partisan research firm ORC
International. Each year, PBS commissions research to measure its performance and value as judged by its most
important stakeholder – the American people.
“As public service media, we know that earning and keeping the trust of the American people is the most
fundamental aspect of our mission,” said PBS CEO Paula Kerger. “From news and public affairs, science and history
to children’s media and beyond, our viewers turn to us for educational content they can have confidence in,
respects their intelligence and keeps children safe while helping them to succeed in school and life. We are so
pleased by the results of this survey because they show that year after year, viewers find what they are looking for
from PBS and PBS stations.”
TRUST & VALUE
PBS Ranks #1 in Public Trust – Twice the Level of Trust Than Courts of Law
th
Nearly 9 in 10 people trust PBS (87% “trust a great deal” or “trust somewhat”). The 2015 study marks the 12
time in a row that PBS was called the nation’s most-trusted institution among a consideration set that includes
courts of law, newspapers and others. The study found that respondents had nearly twice the level of trust in PBS
(48% “trust a great deal”) over the nearest institution, courts of law (24% “trust a great deal”).
PBS Considered Top Use of Tax Dollars and Money Well Spent
•

Only military defense outranked PBS as the best value for the American tax dollar. More than three quarters
(77%) of those polled called PBS an “excellent” (21%) or “good” (56%) use of their tax dollars. Military defense
was described as “excellent” or “good” by 75% (26% “excellent” or 49% “good”).

•

More than 8 in 10 participants (81%) believe money given to PBS is “well spent.”
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PBS KIDS Called #1 Educational Brand, Top Builder of Critical Skills, and Safest On-Air
and Digital Destination
PBS KIDS was ranked #1 as the most educational TV/media brand and significantly outscored cable and television
as a “trusted and safe place” for children to watch television, to visit on digital platforms and as a provider of apps
for children on mobile devices.
•

Forty-four percent (44%) of respondents named PBS KIDS the most educational TV/media brand,
significantly outscoring the second most highly rated brand, Discovery Family, which was considered most
educational by 21%. Disney and Nickelodeon were called most educational by 6% of participants each.

•

Eighty-eight percent (88%) agreed “strongly or somewhat” that PBS “helps children improve their reading
and math skills.” Cable and commercial broadcast television received this rating from 57% and 53% of
respondents, respectively.

•

Eighty-three percent (83%) agreed “strongly or somewhat” that “PBS helps prepare children for success in
school and life.” This statement was equated with cable television and commercial broadcast television by
52% and 51% of participants, respectively.

•

Eighty-nine percent (89%) agreed “strongly or somewhat” that PBS “is a trusted and safe place for children
to watch television.” Fifty-four percent (54%) of respondents agreed with this statement regarding both
commercial broadcast and cable television, respectively.

•

Eighty-four percent (84%) agreed “strongly or somewhat” that PBS “is a trusted and safe place for children
to visit on digital platforms,” while this statement was attributed to cable television and commercial
broadcasters by only 49% and 53% of the sample, respectively.

•

Eighty-one percent (81%) agreed “strongly or somewhat” that PBS provides trusted and safe apps for
children on mobile devices. Apps from cable and commercial networks were considered
trusted and safe by 53% and 51% of respondents, respectively.

More Results
Public broadcasting is America’s largest classroom, its biggest stage for the arts and a trusted window to the world,
providing a place for all Americans to access new ideas and information to help every citizen build a brighter
future.
Full results are available at http://to.pbs.org/most_trusted_2015.
To learn more about how PBS and local member stations are trusted, valued and essential to communities across
the country, visit ValuePBS.org.
Survey Methodology
The 2015 Public Opinion Poll was conducted by phone, including landlines and cell-phone only homes, within the
United States by ORC International’s CARAVAN on behalf of PBS from January 9-18, 2015 among 1,010 adults ages
18 and older. The sample included 503 men and 507 women. Survey results are weighted to be nationally
representative of the U.S. adult population.
For complete survey methodology, including weighting variables, please contact Jan McNamara, PBS Corporate
Communications, jmcnamara@pbs.org or 703-739-5028.
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ABOUT PBS

PBS, with over 350 member stations, offers all Americans the opportunity to explore new ideas and new worlds through television and online content. Each month,
PBS reaches more than 103 million people through television and over 33 million people online, inviting them to experience the worlds of science, history, nature
and public affairs; to hear diverse viewpoints; and to take front row seats to world-class drama and performances. PBS’ broad array of programs has been
consistently honored by the industry’s most coveted award competitions. Teachers of children from pre-K through 12th grade turn to PBS for digital content and
services that help bring classroom lessons to life. PBS’ premier children’s TV programming and its website, pbskids.org, are parents’ and teachers’ most trusted
partners in inspiring and nurturing curiosity and love of learning in children. More information about PBS is available at www.pbs.org, one of the leading dot-org
websites on the Internet, or by following PBS on Twitter, Facebook or through our apps for mobile devices. Specific program information and updates for press are
available at pbs.org/pressroom or by following PBS Pressroom on Twitter.

ABOUT CARAVAN ORC INTERNATIONAL

ORC International is a leading global market research firm with offices across the U.S., Europe and Asia Pacific. The Company offers a platform of Integrated
Intelligence that combines forward thinking methodologies, cutting-edge technology, skilled researchers and in-depth industry experience to provide clients with
valuable insight and analysis in the areas of Customer Strategies, Employee Engagement, and Innovation and Growth. ORC International was founded in 1938 and is
a founding member of the CASRO, the proud partner of CNN on the CNN|ORC International poll since 2006; and the research firm of choice on the annual NYSE
Euronext CEO Report. For more information, please visit www.ORCInternational.com.

ABOUT WEDU PBS

WEDU is West Central Florida’s leading PBS station reaching 16 counties through media platforms including on-air programming and online experiences that
broaden horizons, transport and transform and open gateways to new ideas and new worlds. Financially supported by the community, the organization offers a
wealth of award-winning inspirational, educational and enlightening content over a variety of multi-media platforms including: television programming, station
website, www.wedu.org and various social media platforms, monthly member magazine Premiere, educational outreach activities and a myriad of special
events. WEDU’s focus on the local community has resulted in the station being regarded as a beacon of trust for men, women and children of every walk of life no
matter their age, ethnicity or socio-economic status. WEDU is a treasured community resource; a window to the world for the homebound and a vital educational
source for the youngest members of society. WEDU prides itself on its position in the Tampa Bay community as a leader, partner, informed citizen and a member of
PBS, the most trusted institution in America (ORC International’s DualFrame CARAVAN, January 2015). For more information, program schedules or to support
WEDU visit www.wedu.org; WEDU Public Media on Facebook and Twitter (@wedupbs) or call (813) 254-9338.
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